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Welcome to CLO Insider, a monthly commentary on the CLO Equity Markets 

from Mike Kurinets, CIO of Capra Ibex Advisors and Capra Credit Management. 

 

 
 

This month’s CLO Insider explores the impacts of June’s CPI report and the Fed’s 

75 bp rate hike on the CLO and leveraged loan markets. Though the markets rallied 

at the start of the month,1 the 8.6% CPI inflation rate announced on June 10 

heightened fears of inflation and concerns over a recession, causing loan prices to 

drop. Five days later, the Fed announced a 75 bp rate hike – despite its May 

statement that it was not discussing rate hikes above 50 bps – which further rattled 

the markets. Through the end of the month, loan prices continued to drop. 

  

In the CLO markets, CLO debt prices fell, CLO equity trading stalled, and new CLOs 

became increasingly difficult to issue.  

CPI Print Halted Market’s Rally 

 

Credit Markets Rally at the Start of June 

Though May saw leveraged loan prices drop and CLO debt tranches widen, the 

markets began to recover during the first week of June. Leveraged loan prices rose 

almost 0.75 points from the end of May, and CLO debt tranches traded at tighter spreads, 

                                                            
1 In early June, leveraged loan prices were up nearly 0.75 points and BB CLOs were two to four points 
higher than they were near the end of May. 



 
 

 
 

with AAA spreads 10 to 12 bps tighter and BB spreads as much as 30 to 40 bps tighter 

than where they were at the end of May. For a few days, it felt as if May’s sell-off had 

ended. 

CPI Print and 75 bp Hike Rattle Markets 

The mood turned on June 10, when the 8.6% CPI number printed. Suddenly, the market’s 

fears of persistent inflation and concerns over the chance of a recession returned, with loan 

prices dropping2 and retail investors pulling their money out of leveraged loan funds. Then, 

the Fed’s decision to raise rates by 75 bps – a reversal from its indication a month earlier 

that it was not considering rate hikes above 50 bps — startled the markets and shook 

confidence in the Fed. As the market responded to the combined shock from these 

two events, the price of assets in credit products declined through the end of June. 

  

Despite the selloff, the high CPI number does indicate a glimmer of hope for leveraged loan 

investors. Since the Fed will have to be more active in raising rates than the markets 

initially anticipated, the floating rates of leveraged loans will also increase, benefiting 

investors who will likely receive larger cash flows. However, the market’s fears that a 

recession is unavoidable trumped optimism about the potential benefits of rising rates in 

June.  

Despite Sell-Off, Markets Do Not Identify Idiosyncratic Risks 

While June’s loan sell-off was significant, it did not differentiate between industries or 

ratings. All loan types moved down in near unison, implying that the market was 

worried about the future, but it did not know where problems would occur.  

 

In our May letter, we highlighted how loan prices at the end of May 2022 were, on average, 

in the same range as loan prices in September of 2020, but the loan market felt much 

riskier in September 2020 because Covid-19 left several industries in distress. By the end 

of June, loan prices had dropped further and, on average, reached prices close to 

what we saw in March 2016 at the lows of the energy/commodity sell-off. In March 

                                                            
2 On June 13, the single day drop in loan prices was 83 cents. 



 
 

 
 

2016, the dislocations in the negatively affected industries were significant, leaving credit 

tails in CLOs much larger than they are today. Because of this tail risk, Tier 1 CLO BBs 

traded in the mid-60s in March 2016, whereas at the end of June 2022, Tier 1 BBs were 

trading in the mid-80s. 

 

The market’s forward view suggests that even though the future may see a recession 

(or we are already in one), defaults will not jeopardize the money goodness of CLO 

debt or cash flows to equity,3 a perspective that has allowed CLO BBs to trade 20 points 

higher today than in March 2016 despite the comparable average loan prices. 

Prices of CLO Debt Drop 

CLO debt continued to trade in June, but at lower prices than in May. However, the prices 

of CLO debt tranches dropped significantly more in May than in June, even though 

the leveraged loan prices moved down by nearly same amount in both months. 

According to Morgan Stanley, spread movements in June were as follows4 

Tranche End of June 
(bps) 

End of May 
(bps) 

End of April 
(bps) 

Spread Widening in 
June (bps) 

AAA 175 to 210 170 to 190 125 to 145 5 to 20 

AA 250 to 275 250 190 to 210 0 to 25  

A 300 to 350 300 to 350 225 to 250 0  

BBB 385 to 500 450 to 525 325 to 360 -25 to -655 

BB 825 - 950 800 to 900 700 to 750 25 to 50 

                                                            
3 Nevertheless, defaults are likely to rise in the future from the artificially low levels we saw during the 
stimulative period immediately following Covid-19 lock downs. 
4 Information from Morgan Stanley CLO Trading Desk, in “Morgan Stanley CLO Commentary” released 
July 8, 2022. Based on Capra observations.  
5 It is hard to see how BBBs spreads could have tightened in June, but the Morgan Stanley report 
nevertheless indicates that they did. 



 
 

 
 

Price moves on BB CLOs were particularly dramatic, with many top-tier BBs down by over 

five points and trading in the mid-80s by the end of June.6 Yields on well-performing and 

recently issued BBs from Tier 2 managers traded at 13% to 14% yields, while well 

performing BBs from Tier 1 managers traded at roughly 12% yields. 

 

CLO Equity Trading Slows and New Issue CLOs Struggle to Print 

While there were a few trades in CLO equity during the first week of June, trading 

essentially stopped after the publication of the June CPI report. From June 10 through 

the end of the month, relatively few CLO equity positions appeared on Bid Lists, and most 

of those failed to trade.  

 

Meanwhile, the new-issue broadly syndicated loan CLO market seemed dysfunctional in 

June. It was hard to line up AAA buyers with spreads in the SOFR +180 to SOFR +240 

range.7 In addition, U.S. banks, which are large buyers of AAA CLOs, stepped back from 

the CLO market. Sprint to Print CLOs – in which a CLO manager tries to sell the entire debt 

stack before purchasing any loans into the CLO warehouse – seemed like a promising 

strategy to get deals done because the cost of creating equity is lower if the CLO ramps up 

collateral trading at a deep discount, but these deals are very difficult to arrange. Only the 

largest CLO managers – who could find AAA buyers and bring most, if not all, of the 

money for the equity tranche – could do deals. 

 

In order to adapt to the higher cost of funding, many new issue CLOs adopted three- or 

four-year reinvestment periods and one-year non-calls. This structure provides a shorter 

waiting period before a refinance or reset can occur – as compared to regular CLOs that 

have five-year reinvestment periods and two-year non-calls – which may be more 

appealing to third party CLO equity investors. 

  

 

                                                            
6 As a reminder, top-tier BBs were down nearly 10 points in May. 
7 While AAA spreads in the SOFR +240 range are higher than the table from “Morgan Stanley CLO 
Commentary” indicate, we did see deals issued with spreads in this range in June. 



 
 

 

Forward-Looking Statements 

Some of the statements contained in this presentation constitute forward-looking statements within the 

meaning of the federal securities laws. Forward-looking statements relate to expectations, beliefs, 

projections, future plans and strategies, anticipated events or trends and similar expressions concerning 

matters that are not historical facts. In some cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by the 

use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expects,” “intends,” “plans,” 

“anticipates,” “believes,” “estimates,” “predicts,” or “potential” or the negative of these words and 

phrases or similar words or phrases which are predictions of or indicate future events or trends and 

which do not relate solely to historical matters. You can also identify forward-looking statements by 

discussions of strategy, plans or intentions.  

The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation reflect our current views about future 

events and are subject to numerous known and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and changes 

in circumstances, many of which are beyond our control, that may cause our actual results to differ 

significantly from those expressed in any forward-looking statement. Statements regarding the following 

subjects, among others, may be forward-looking: the use of proceeds from our public and private 

offerings (as the case may be); our business and investment strategy; our projected operating results; 

our ability to obtain financing arrangements; financing and advance rates for our target assets; our 

expected leverage; general volatility of the securities markets in which we invest; our expected 

investments; effects of hedging instruments on our target assets; rates of leasing and occupancy rates on 

our target assets; the degree to which our hedging strategies may or may not protect us from interest 

rate volatility; liquidity of our target assets; impact of changes in governmental regulations, tax law and 

rates, and similar matters; availability of investment opportunities; availability of qualified personnel; 

estimates relating to our ability to make distributions; our understanding of our competition; and market 

trends in our industry, interest rates, real estate values, the debt securities markets or the general 

economy.  

While forward-looking statements reflect our good faith beliefs, assumptions and expectations, they are 

not guarantees of future performance. Furthermore, we disclaim any obligation to publicly update or 

revise any forward-looking statement to reflect changes in underlying assumptions or factors, new 

information, data or methods, future events or other changes. 

This presentation contains statistics and other data that has been obtained from or compiled from 

information made available by third-party service providers. We have not independently verified such 

statistics or data. 

 

Disclaimers 

This confidential document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a 

solicitation of an offer to buy any securities or partnership interests described herein. Interests in Capra 

Credit Management, LLC (“Capra”) partnerships may not be purchased except pursuant to the 

partnership’s relevant subscription agreement and partnership agreement, each of which should be 

reviewed in its entirety prior to investment. 


